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"Will Publish Anthology
of Hollins College Poetry

NUMBER II

Present Annual Fashion Show T o.~ight

Of vital interest to the Studen! Body is t~e
news that an anthology "?f Holhns p~etry IS
being published this. sprmg: "Approximately
fifty poems, once prmted I~ Cargoes " a!ld
representing the best verse written by Holhns
girls while they were in college, ha,:e been
collected by Frances W. Stoakley, With the
assistance and advice of Miss Hearsey and
Dr. Janney. The St~ne Printing ~nd Manufacturing Company, 10 Roanoke, IS entrusted
with their publication, appropriately bound 10
green and gold.
.
The books will be ready to go on sale 10
about three weeks at $1.00 a copy. Orders are
being taken beforehand, however, by the following members of each class, who make up
the Anthology Committee: Page Rudd and
Frances Flather '33; Jane Offutt and Margaret
Sockwell, '32; ~ary An!le Griffin and Mary
Rushton, '31; Allce Harns and Frances Stoakley, '30.
Due to the fact that most of the poems were
written by girls either in C:ollege no~ o,~ here
within the memory of "thiS generahon. an~
because of the anthology's reasonable pnce, It
is sincerely hoped that nearly every "membe"r
of the Student Body will want a copy. Whatever money may be left over from the expense
of its publication will be given to the Endowment Fund.
--------~ ------

Result of Student Ballot
On Naval Disarmament
"The National Student Federation of America
desires to obtain an "expression of American
.student opinion on the subject of the policy of
the United States at the London Naval Conference. It proposes to " record the opinion it
receives and to send a statement of it to the
Student Unions of Japan, Italy, France and
Great Britain.
In order that a true student opinion might
be obtained ballots have been sent out to the
students of the United States. The results of
the Hol1ins ballot, which were obtainable when
STUDENT LIFE went to press were as follows:
134 questionnaires returned, checked in the
"
affirmative. "
I.
I believe that the United States should
be protected by the strongest navy it can afford
to build, regardless of what other nations
choose to do................... . .......
6.
2. I believe that, regardless of the cost,
the United States should have a navy "second
to none" ............•......... . .. :' ...
4.
3. I believe that an internationa agreement for consultation when there is da
war is the fundamental basis for redu
naval armaments .....................•.
4· I believe that reduction of naval a
ments, rather than parity is of pt:imary
portance. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 102.
S· I believe that naval armaments should
be abolished by international agreement with
provision only for an international police
force ....................... ; . . . . . . . . .. 109.
6. I believe that, regardless of what other
Countries choose to do, the United States should
d~;tstical1y reduce her nc:\val armaments.. 3 1 •

The Annual Fashion Show will be presented ~>-------
to-night at 8 :30 o'clock in the Little Theatre
under the auspices of the Senior Class. This
is going to be the most unique Fashion Show
which has ever been presented ~t Hollins. Miss
"Anne Brown, " Vice President of the Senior
Class, is in charge of this event, and Miss
The coming of John Powell, composer and
Elisabeth Blount, head of properties, is her pianist, to Hollins College on April 4th, brings
able assistant.
into realization one of the most anticipated
The plan of the Show this year is entirely social and musical events of the year. An exdifferent from produCtions of previous years. ceedingly gifted pianist, with a magnificent
Formerly, there has always been a plot which and faultless techniqu~, he is acclaimed for
made the production have some of the his superiority in control and spiritual intercharacteristics of a play, but this year it is to pretation. His ability to hold his audience, due be entirely formal. The gowns on display will to "the beauty of his tone and eloquence of his
be furnished by several of the leading ladies' phrasing, ranks him among the foremost
"clothiers of · Roanoke, B. Forman " & Son, pianists of to-day.
Samuel Speigel and S. H. Heironimus ComSince his debut in 1913 John P~well;s repunv, respectively. They will run the whole tation and prestige have increased, especially
-ut of styles, sounding notes smart, charming in the last few years. Again and again he
exotic! Probst-Childress Company will has appeared with the great symphony orpresent the newest fashions in shoes appro- chestras and in the most distinguished concerts
priate for each costume. The costume jewelry given in this country.
will be furnished by courtesy of Henebry &
Mr. Powell made his debut in Eutop~,!
Son, and the Virginia Beauty Shoppe will where "he secured recognition as a pianist of
"
coiffeur the mod"els.
great promise and talent, and it is interesting"
A unique feature of the 1930 Fashion Show to note that in his recent absence from America
will be the charming dance choruses arranged he has received from the leading European
and coached by Miss Mary White; These critics a series of thoughtful and appreciative
(CONTINUED ON PAGE THREE, COLUMN THREE)
(CONTINUED ON PAGE FOUR, COLUMN THREE)

John Powell Comes to
" Hollins on April 4th
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the student gains nothing and, perhaps, ~ses
her sense of right and wrong. If the stu e~t
could employ her time. in a fast set hof tennl'
or an invigorating sWim or both, s e. wou d
feel better prepared to face the ~utles tn~
trials of the week to come. Perhaps It ddds ~h
rather as if Sunday was not regar e . ~It
reverence at Hollins. However, the. vlslt~rs
and others concerned cannot see. what IS gomg
on in the dormitories and that IS what counts.

thrown about it certain , limitations beyond
which it could not expand.
h'
There is but one thing for us to do and. th at
is to go out among our fellow students WI~ a
clear understanding of the needs of hejch hir~e:
to ' select those who measure the woe t . Y
six inches and to do it intelligently and Impersonally.

••

i

NEW ENERGY

STAFF
. , Ch' f
ANGIE E. TURNER , •
.
Ed,to~-'n,~. . • • .
NIA BRIDGES :
Assoc!ate Ed!to,. .••. . EU~!l!.AH WELCH
A ssocrate Ed,tor. • • . • • • .
BD,AY •
.
M
ELEANOR....
BusJnes~
anager .•• 'B"TTY LAWRENCE ~

While the recent issues of ST~DENT. LIFE
With spring comes a new energy, a n e~
l
.
.
ithal new life. All of us fee It. have contained many splendid articles
~he
•
lOtenslty, w
.
d
k
that it desires Forum whose criticisms ha.ve b~en ~e
h~
We are a part of It an we now
served
it
must
be
borne
10
~md
t
at
t
IS
individual expression. There are so ~a!lY
•
•
wa s of doing this-so many opportumtles colum~ is reserved for constructive as wel~ ad
:
I Art Edttor . ........ , E
I thJ open to the Hollins student to helpfu}ly destructive criticisms. Every~ne seems , to 1 ~
uite a number of small thmgs to c0!DP am
rid her system of this surplus energy an~, m•
•
deed there is no reason wh~ we shoul not . ~bout at Hollins. Would it not ~e better mstead
I
Reporters
~
of tr ing to find how many thmg~ are 'f!""0ng
mak; some beneficial use of It. •
. '.
:
El'lzabeth Adkins Margaret Sock"!eU
I
There is the campus. Spring..ls beautlfymg to siend this thought and en.ergy m h~rhmg a~~
~
Anne Flemmg :
p
it
for
us but we can help. The flowers are fi d remedies for those thmgs w IC
~
Elizabeth Houston
Malvina Tabb
I
ti~ularly
arouse
our
displeasure
at
the
moment?
much pr~ttier and certainly are much mtf~
Frances Hunter
Betty Waring
h
• N ancy ~acMIntocsh
11 Virginia Webb • universally appreciated when t e)' . are e
• Mary Ahce c onne
Phili s
• blooming out of doors rather t~an plCklOg tdhem
of much discussion on the H~li~s
Frances Flather
• Anne
P
~\ f our rooms. The much discussed .roa to camA ustopic
is the Library hours on S~nday.
s It
I
Elizabeth Rice
I th~ tea house might well be further discussed.
•
is
n:w,
the
Library
is
open
from
DIne
t?
twe~ve
••
I Wh is it so hard not to throw our peanut
-~I
ac.Zs and Hershey bar wrappers along the o'clock on Sunday morning and, dunng. t ~t
~ ---------------------------- --------------~
s'd of the path and in the creek, rather .than time it is always crowded. Every chal~ IS ~
k' and there is always much confuslOll.,
. . I
If f STUDENT LIFE reserves
e 'ng them in one of the trash contamers
The edltorra .sta
f
publication any
roppl
h
d tb tea house for that t~h~nh diverts a stude~ mind from her reall ~
h'ld' h? ~glCand thus makes it hard for her to concenthe. right .to fl!Jtthhol s n;;::sary,. also it. ~oes placed between ere an
ex
ressed
purpose?
Isn't
It
rath.er
c.
I IS .
adule wlHch tt deem 'b Tty for the optntons
C:n't we create an attitude agamst I.t, defi- trate. Because she is unable ~o concentrate
not assume the rte~to~::s':f signed articles.
en
nitely? It is a very small thin~, yet I~ com- the student loses much valuable time, and wt
expressed by con rr u
the
clock
strikes
twelve
she
fin~s
that
she
as
letely spoils a hitherto charmmg Ian s,cape.
t half finished getting matenal for a theme
With all our unceasing spring fever, can t 'de
no
STUDENT ELECTIONS
h · h may be due at eight o'clock the next
summon up enough enetgy, enough ~are to 0
w
IC.
If the Library had not closed at
. dl
roaching student th better thing rather than the easier?
morn mg.
. h h
d ne
We are again rapl y h~fP and new people
e That is a tiny incident. There are so .many four o'clock on Saturday she mig t ave 0
elections. Only a l shor.t t~e ~ork will pass into
h'
though You all can think of part,cul~r it then.
I
S d
Having the Library open on Y on un ay
will fill the old p acek~' d f bands do we want t lOgSthat if' we simply formed a certalO
d "What m 0
on~s.
to'ward would help greatly. Every- morning keeps a large number of students
new han~.
?" nd "Whose hands shall they OplOlOn
'.
.h .
apple- from going to church. Hearing a good sermon
it to pass mto. ~
hich present themselves thing is so lovely-TlOker, Wit Its new .
een appearance, the distant. mountams a would be far more bene~cial, both. me.ntally
be?" are the quesho~~ w.
Each ' year some
to our min.ds at t IS tll:e~ilver yard stick by ~ade lighter. Hollins itself, .vlbrant, Ithro~i and phy~ically, than frenZied crammlOg 10 the
Library and would, make them fresher for
aspiring editor contruc~. d tes The subject is bing under the touch of spnng-:-sure y, a
the next week.
'
f
which to measure can I ~ . ld be well to th's must inspire us to greater thmgs. Some- work
I think the Library should be open or at
b t perhaps It wou
h IW this seems the logical time of the year to
an old. one u, f the 'old requirements and r:ak~ "new year's resolutions," or perhaps t,o least three hours, if not l?nger, on ~und:y
emphaSize some o .
.
e shall need
. k
'n g the ones we have made. Let s afternoon as well as on Sunday mormng ~
draw a few conclUSIOns, sm~e w A '1 9th
begm
eepl
t t>us, an d get b eh'10 d the movements on cause it ~ould avoid confusion and make It
our measuring standard agam on
pn
,
ossible for students to go to. ch~rch. They
ge.... U s , ~endowment, the plans
for the new
cau.
. '
~ould
work in the Library until time for the
n't waste alJ. thiS precIous enllR
H oms.
Hollins
a
ten
o'clock
bus to leave and then go. back ~o
bl m and she is no exceptIOn; name y, ow thusiasm! Hollins needs It.
the Library Sunday aftern9Qn and fin!sh thell
pro e ,
. k fasting a vote for popuork If we are going to have qUlet hour
to avert the mlsta e 0 c bTt
This problem
;Vund~y
afternoon, why shouldn't the ~ibrary
larity rather than for capa I I y.
.
body
us
every
votmg
.
be open to afford us a refuge from gossip and
b but
faces every co11 ege camp ,
t is to be done? There seems to e
homesickness?
and that is intelligence .. W
---'-~~~--.
.
1
haps more mte Igen
Athletics are a part of HoHins. ~od SIX
vote mtelhgent y-:-per 1
f
here we share
d
f days of every wee.k they. ar~nda:~~e oth~~
e do anythmg e se- or
t h an w
'bTt'n electing the lea ers 0
mutual responsl. I I Yt 1fair to make popularity strenuously, along With st1;;s on the seventh
the gr~up. It Id n~. k Thirty-six inches of
your sl!ver yar s IC . make a real leader nor dctivi~:ndo:y thiliec~:~~~t is not permitted hto
ay,
'b
lking and even then s e
populanty al~ne .canI?~~er can thirty-six inches exercise
Five members of the Smith Colle~e Outing
exce p \ y hl'ahwa ' while she is also
a real e~e~uh:i~n~el Each has its own place cannot cross t e
g "s YJ S'gns" and there Club and Miss Abbey Belden, Dllector of
of cap~blhty find the person who measures up asked not to put. uP. tu y I
Ridi~g and Outing at Smith, were the g~ests
are no other actlvltles.
'11
The of the College last week-end: They a~nved
~nd w en we
then we've got a leader!
This condition seems to us very sh' y. f
10 both respects
h Id make the mistake of
Saturday night about seven-thllty and pitched
authorities
have not realized what t lSI orces their tents outside the gym .. ~reakfast was
S~Ppoh~ ~:st sp~~ular girl on campus to a
to d o. B er eft Of her natura
d r occu'
served them in the College, dmmg room, and
electm~b\ and important position and s~ould the' . students
ns and compelled to atten
re IglOus after a short visit about the campu~, they
fi~ao~~~t eshe had not the caPI~i~~?, r;::t'~te ~ ~:r~ices for only an hour during t~e day, sh ' repacked their tents and paraphernaha and
leader must possess-what id'°have wronged the is left with perhaps, at the least, dSIXt:eo~~~ngO s left for Hampton, Tennessee.
In the first place, you whou
Id have made a I · e Naturally she turns towar
the Outing Club takes advantage
elsur .
0
h' day
on
irl herself. Perhaps s e wou
Y
which
are
actually
wrong.
ntis
I
lege's spring vacation and tours the
g
1
follower though not a leader.
ou
no other does 's he have a chance !O p
marve ous
1"
t speak
Their
trip lasts fourteen days, t~ree
would have "cramped her stye, so o'b'I't' ' and she succumbs to the tempta~10nKl'lul rn4lJUIIol.II,
are
spent
in Ashe,:ille, North Carohna,
. h'
her down with ' responsl I lies
there is no dancing allow~d 10
e er,
one or two in Washmgton. They have
bYhi~e~telf~els that she isn't strong enough td
. 'ty of the girls have vlctrolas so that h
thing
to such a fi~e I?oint th.at very
w
Secondl
you would have wronge
!11aJ~11 to dance away the hours. Some of er Ittle time down
Y
is consumed in pltchmg ~helr tent~,
carr ' lf and y;;r fellow students because ~ou IS a e
d'
d though it has never
'n
breaking
camp in the morDing. ThiS
~::~d have deprived the rigJl~ ~irl of hold~g
history
her
the
third
year
that Hollins has had t~e
the osition and yourself of hvmg under er
she sews because she cannot stanf t~e da; i~ pleasure of acting as hostess to them and thelf
admInistration. Every sTtuh~ent wants ~d ~:~fi~te She also spends a large part. 0
1 1
best while in college.
IS may sou
.
' Roanoke because the campus IS so one Y on visit not only serves to strengthen the relationship between the two colleges, but lc:nds
but in this case it is entirely unselfis~. Thirdly,
ould have wronged the work Itse}f. you Sunday.
th
occupations are more sacri- delightful ideas as to wh~t such an orgaDl~a
~:Uld have deprived it of the progresslldt mh,ght 1eglOus
.All of d u~sperofitable than athletics. By them tion would mean to Holhns.
an
.
.
d
You
wou
ave
otherWise have attame.

il

I

i

•
•

•
•

i

i

I

·

d

d

---

IOtliJ~:!~ le\:~tions

::~emedy

f~ces tre~entous

ell.shoUt~dy

STUDENT FORUM

.

Smith College Outing
Club Guests of Hollins

f

~~~:edo~~etd:r~ i~g~h~n

o~

~a~~\~,
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ANOTHER ,VIEWPOINT OF
MILL VILLAGE CONDITIONS

mill for lack of time. I am sure, though, that
practically the same conditions would have
been found there as were at Judson. There
are still other mills in the South as nice as
Judson and some nicer (due to the fact that
they are wealthier). However, I do ,not think
that these are so far above the average that
they must not be considered and cannot be
used as examples. If such things have been
accomplished by some mills and without the
aid of labor unions, why not leave the matter
to Southerners who know the situation; for
those coming into the South from other parts
do not know and understand a:1l?
-RACHEL GEER.

Vocational Opportunities
, Open' for College Girls
THE WORK OF A HIGH SCHOOL DEAN

By JUDI'fH RIDDICK
Can we not say that there ~re nearly a}ways
three sides to a problem? Flfst, the~e IS. the
Oscar Wilde once said, " I always pass
'd of the one in opposition to the SituatIOn i
along
good advice, there is nothing else to do
Sl e there is the Side
.
. f avor 0 f
then
0 f t h e one 10
with it." This witticism may form both the
the ~ituation. We cannot ~ay truthfully tha!
serious and humorous starting point of anyone
either the one or the other I~ perf~ct, can .w~.
who considers entering advisory work, for the
No! There is still a third v.le~pomt. ThiS IS,
most immediate realization of a high school
rhaps the fairest of all opmlOns. Here the!,e
adviilor is that though her counsel is eagerly
lse a p~rson who has heard both sides, has
----a---sought, it is seldom really wanted and generally
weighed them as they should be and, ~fter
spends itself in being "passed along." Howserious consideration, reached her conclUSIOns.
ever' to the college graduate, who is also an
In the last issue of STUDENT LIFE, a report
adv~nturer, there is a unique appeal in such
of the visit to the mills and mill villages
work for the office of dean is a comparatively
around Greenville was given .. Am .1 wrong
recen~ additiori to secondary school organizain believing this to be a one-Sided view ~ At
In the convocation hour on March 18th, tion and presents, therefore, an uncharted
any rate I will try to present another Side- Mrs. Chase Going Woodhouse, Vocational field. Perhaps it is disturbing to a newly
that of the one in favor of the situati?n. May Advisor at North Carolina College for Women, appointed advisee to find that no one can give
you consider them both. and, . after senous con- and Director of the Institute of Women's Pro- her a clear definition of her duties, but this
sideration draw the third Side.
fessions, was introduced by Dr. Palmer, Chairis more than overbalanced by
Green~il1e does boast that if all the mills man of the Faculty Committee of Vocational disadvantage
the fact that she also finds herself unhampered
were within the city limits, its population Advisors.
by tradition and may make of her ppsition
would be immensely increased. Many steps
"As educated women," began Mrs. Wood- what she will, within the broad limits of the
have been taken in the last few years to house, "if we were asked in what period of students' social needs.
'
extend the limits and the desired extension is history we should like to choose to live we
This elasticity of temperament, or the ability
hoped to be reached ve~y soo~. Is it. abs~lutely would probably choose the present time. To- to adjust oneself and her work to the specific
necessary that one walt unt11 a thmg, IS ac- day there are numerous situa~ions open to
demanda of the school and the situation, is,
complished before boasting? Perhaps these women so that we now have a wide choice.
thousands of mill people are not citizens of a The fact th'a t we are living in cities, urbani- it seems to me, a requisite of the successful
city but is that any crime? There are lots zation and mechanization, has caused a phe- advisor. But even more necessary is the quality
of people, ,of all classes, too, who live in the nomenal change in the position of women. of imaginative interest in the individual (the
country. The county looks after them as the Factories, economic changes, pol itical theories kind of interest which .makes an hour in a
rail road station a fascinafillg pastime) and a
city does its citizens. '
and particularly theories of individualism and warm sympathy for human problems and
. t h e VI'11 age are "box- l'k"
The houses 10
I e, ' democracy have great influence on women's
if you wish to speak in a crude manner. But, occupations. Educated women now have the difficulties.
I would add, also, courage and a saving
have JOU never seen a , home in the city, chance to do anything they may wish. This
sense
of humor to ,the make-up of an ideal
perhaps one of a fairly wealthy man, that was also brings about more leisure for women to
dean, for both will be needed in the para"box-like"? I have, and I thought the homes enjoy through better regulated lives. doxical role she must often play of pioneer and
were very pretty, too. Yes, there is uniformity
"In ,the last United States census," continued reactionary at one and the same time-a comin the village. But, I can also say that I Mrs. Woodhouse, "two and one-half million
think it ill beautiful, not cruel. To me, having women were in professional and clerical work posite picture of Mrs. Pankhurst and Mother
such ,uniformity in a village is no more cruel which shows that the number of working Grundy which a cartoonist would certainly
than having cadets at V. P. 1. and V. M. 1. women is increasing and that there IS a enJoy.
Columbia offers are excellent graduate
in uniforms. Even though the houses are of tendency toward women having a profession.
course
for those who would become advisors
one color and ate built on comparatively the
"One of the ,most interesting things is the of girls, though a general course in college,
same plan, there is room for individuality. wide range of occupations and situations open
If one only keeps her eyes open she can see for women. The field of politics seems to be plus a life course in common sense, constitute
this by merely driving through a village. Are one of the most popular of the unpaid jobs. the best foundation training, I believe, for
not the rooms here at Hollins very much the Government service as a paid job is now open. applicants as high school deans.
The compensation for such work, from a
same? But is there not much individuality? In the political field as well as in the economic
monetary
standpoint, will depend upon the
Is this a cruel uniformity? If so, we don't field women are represented in almost every
salary
temperature
of the state in which one
seem to mind it. Since I have suggested that branch.
casts her lot. From a spiritual standpoint,
there is uniformity at Hollins, we can see it.
"Since all fields are open, what should one however, there is tremendous satisfaction in
Now, let me tell you that we ought not to look for in seeking a job?" asked Mrs. Woodallow such. After much talk, I might persuade house. "One of the most important things is- to the creative character of advisory work, and
you to put up 'a fight for individuality and, find out what people actually do in the ~cu in the stimulation of coming intimately into
because you do not have it, make you dis- pation in which you think you are interested . contact with individuals at their most plastic
satisfied. What right did I have to disturb Do not be afraid to ask questions! Sometimes age. In the mass education of the present day
your peace? The rooms are fine and you it is well to try an apprenticeship. , This is such personal contact is especially to' be valued,
didn't realize there was any room for such very successfufly done, particularly in social , for only thus may "the contagions of personality" be effectively transmitted.
complaint. If you object to uniformity , and work.
To conclude, where I began-"I always
think it cruel; you must be unhappy now. Is
"Another question which arises is to wonder pass along good advice. There is nothing else
not this similar to , the situation and problem if the work offers opportunity for real social
to do with it."
in the South?
service. This, of course, is better applied to
(CONTINUED ON PAGE FIVE, COLUMN 1WO)
Some villages are dirty; however, I think those who do not have to think of being paid.
practically everyone has some running water
---Q---"A third question is that of pefsonal qualiand some lights. On the other hand, there are fications. What must I be like if I take this
numerous farmers who have no electric lights job? What should I know and what courses PRESENT ANNUAL FASHION
or running water, and even people who live should I take? This last question should be
SHOW HERE TO-NIGHT
within the city. You must remember that it attended to , in the college course and in
(CONTINUED FROM PAGE ONE.) COLUM N 1WO)
has just been within recent years that the graduate work. To-day, however, there are
present system of running water, lights and more books being published which attempt to
choruses include McClaire Mooklar, Victoria
sewerage has been developed in the South, and answer these various questions.
Fitzgerald, Ted Tidwell, Laura Hoke, Ellie
that there are still districts in some cities
"A great majority of girls to-day," Mrs. Weaver, Jeanette Gilmer, Ruth Wills, Buena
where the system is very poor, if at all. The Woodhouse stated, "have gone into teaching.
Mason, Frances Briggs, Esther Shoupe, Mary
South is climbing, but you cannot expect too
This field is tremendously overcrowded. Be- Watkins, Ethel Keesler, Irene Bernard, Helen
~uch in too brief a period. Rather, you should
sides teaching, women are in trained nursing, Flournoy, Nancy Ray, Helen Kabler and Mary
Judge by the advancements being made and
in retail trade, which probably has more appeal White and Mary Watson who will feature a
by comparison of the past and present conto college women than any other, in ' library number of songs. Ken Wynne's orchestra will
ditions instead of the present conditions alone.
work, one of the most rapidly growing -fields, furnish the music for this occasion.
Judson Mill is above the average. How- in law and in architecture.
Come and see what the Paris and Broadway
ever, being above the average does not mean
"Practically every field is open," Mrs. I' ladies are wearing before planning your Easter
that it is the only one of its kind. We drove
through another village of the same type as Woodhouse conclude~, "and if iWe simply ask wardrobes. You will imagine yourself in one
questions and prepare ourselves we can obtain of the most exclusive modiste's shops, Come
Judson. We were not able to go through the
any opportunity for ourselves we wish to seize." and feast your senses! Tickets only $1.001

Mrs. C. G. Woodhouse
Gives Vocational Talk

•
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"The Murder in the Red
Barn" to be Seen Here
The unique company appropriately .called
the J itney Playe rs will be s~en at HollIns o?,
March 31st in "T he Murder an the Red Barn.
T hese players, as their name implies, "travel .
on wheels." When the venture was laun~hed
in the summer of 1923, the company cons.lsted
of only seven members, who traveled 10 a
motor fleet, including one Ford truck for the
transportation of equipment and two Ford cars
for the actors themselves.
.
By night the truck was turned, as If by
magic, into a charming stage.
.
Originally these playe rs trav~led only 10
the summer but in ) 928 they decIded to make
winter tou;s as well, carrying scenery and
properties only and playing on indoor st~ges.
The unqualified success of the JItney
Player s is the fulfillment of the dream .of Bushnell Cheney and his wife,_Alice Ke~tmg, . ~.ho
form a happy combination of production . abIlIty
10 the case of the former and dramatic talent
ID the case of the latter.
At present the company consists of seventeen members who now travel with three large
trucks and seve ral motor cars.
These pI ayers are presenting . at Hollins
" Maria Martin, or Th e Murder In tlte Red
Barn," by John Latir.ner, adopted by Montague
Slater. This play IS based upon a murder
which was committed in England .o~ Max ~8,
) 827. The Jitney Players are ~lvl!1g .It ItS
first American production. You WIll lIke It, for
it has every characteristic of the old melodrama,
" Th e Leering Fillain," " Th e Pure and Innocen t fI eroine" " T It e 1/ engeful Gipsy," and
others equall; colorful. It will appeal to eve~y
taste in theatre, but we are told that there WIll
be more laughs than tears.
.
The Triangle Chapter of the HollIns
Alumnre is sponsoring this play and the profits
will go toward meeting !heir pledge. to the
Endowment Fund. The tIckets for !hl's performance will be $1.50. The commIttee has
made this price as low as possible, due to the
man y attractions which have been offered at
Hollin s recently. Come and see this play! Do
your bit and enjoy it at the same time!
----J~;t----

School of Music to Lose
Two Members of Faculty
Miss Mary Wood Whiteh~rst, .Instructor in
Piano and Public School MUSIC, WIll not return
to Hollins next year. She expects to spend the
winter studying to receive her Master's Degree
.•
in Music at Columbia.
Miss Whitehurst attended HollIns durmg
the sessions 1919-1922, returning to rec~ive h~r ,
Bachelor of Music degree in 1927. Dur10g thIS
year she was also Instructor in Piano and
Public School Music, a position which she h~s
filled each year since then. Although she Will
not return next year, Miss Whiteh~rst . will
teach at the summer session of the MusIc Sch~l
this year.
Miss Vera Howard, '29, w~o has. serve~ as
Assistant to the Director dunng th.ls seSSIOn,
expects to teach music at her home 10 Columbus, Georgia, next year.
,- - -0

Summer School of Music
Inaugurated at Hollins
U nd er the auspices of Hollins College a
Summer School of Music . will be inaugurated
this summer.
The courses of instruction offered are base.d
upon the regular courses of the School of MusIc
of Hollins.
The Officers of Instruction are Professor
Erich Rath, Piano, Org~n and Pedago~y ;
Mi ss Mary Wood WhItehurst, !heoretlcal
courses and Miss Virginia Egolf, assIstant and
registrar.

THE HOLLINS OF
YESTERDAY
-THE VAil EY UNION SEMINARY
(Continued)
At the closing of the Roanoke Female
Seminary, in 1842, a school, organized by
Reverend Joshua Bradley, of New York State,
was opened at Botetourt Springs. This school
was known at first as the School of Botetourt
Springs and later as the Valley Union Seminary.
It was opuated under the leadership of
Rev~ Mr. Bradley for a time, but in July, 184.6,
Charles L. Cocke was placed incharg~ of. It.
Up until the year 185~ the Valley ~mon
Seminary was co-educatIOnal. On AprIl 15,
1852 however the department for males was
disc~ntinued, ' ~lthough at that time the boys
outnumbered the girls by about two to one.
Extracts from the minutes of a meeting of
the trustees of the Valley U~ion Ed~cl!ti?n
Society, held at Botetourt Spnngs, yITgI~la,
February 17, 1852, show the manner 10. whIch
this striking and importa~t chan~e 10 the
operation of the Valley Umon Semmary was
made:
A meeting of the trustees of t~e Vall~y
Union Education Society was held thIS day m
the office of the Principal. . • •
The Principal then read two reports and
.
1y receive
. d .•
they were unammous
•
A motion was then made and carned
unanimously that one department of t~eschool ,
be dismissed after the 15th of Apnl, 1852.
In view of the decided preference expressed
by the members of the Socie~y for a. female
school it was moved and carned unalllmously
that the male department be dismissed and that
the female department be continued. . • • .
The general approval of. the manner. m
which the Valley Union Semmary was bemg
conducted at this time and its increasing success
as a female school only is shown in extracts
from the minutes of a meeting of the Valley
Union Education Society of Virginia, at Botetourt Springs, Virginia, ¥ay 19, 18~3:
.
On motion the followmg resolutIOns whIch
were proposed at the informa.1 meeting in
September last, were adopted, VIZ.:
I.
Resolved, that we approve th~ manner
of conducting the Seminary and deem It worthy
of the continued confidence and patronage of
the public.
2. Resolved, that we would su~est the
propriety of holding the annual meetmgs of
the Valley Union Education Society on the day
preceding the annual commencement of the
Institution, and the Faculty be requested to
employ suitable means to .secur~ a general
attendance of its members, either III person or
by proxy.
3. Resolved, that we would respectively
recommend to the trustees to elevate the
standard of instruction and increase the accommodation for students in the Seminary as
speedily as the necessities of the pupils and the
means furnished by the benefactions of the
generous, or the appropriations m~de by the
legislature, may enable them to do It. . ' . '
On motion of Dr. Anthony the followmg
resolution was adopted, viz.:
Resolved that this Society express its high
sense of th~ ability with which the affairs of
the Valley Union Seminary have been conducted during the past year under its present
instructors, and they would hereby recommend
the institution as worthy of the patronage of
all who desire their daughters to receive a
liberal and accomplished education.
(To be continued)
EDITOR.'S NOTE: 1t wo~/d be interesting to
see tlu reports referred to in this article. Unfortunatetly, tlte, were not filed witll tlte
minutes.

Mrs. Woodhouse Holds
Two Discussion Groups
Mrs. Woodhouse, Vocational Advisor, held
two informal discussion groups during her
recent visit at Hollins. During these meetings
the vocational fields open to women were discussed. These included :
.
Opportunities for Social Work-particularly
in the South. Mrs. Woodhouse stated that
Social Work is a developing profession. There
is need for the social specialist just as any
other specialist. Positions open to members of
this profession include family case work,
psychiatric social work, .l?~sitions connected
with the school system as vlsltmg teacher, school
clinic work, rural social work, case special
work and community work. The South is in
need of trained "lay" persons for committee
work etc. The qualifications for social workers
are : insight into own difficulties; must possess
tolerance;. must be strong physically; should
be fairly optimistic; must like people, 'a nd
must be a logical thinker.
The second vocational field discussed was
that of Laboratory Technici~n . Work for
women. This field offers an opemng for the
well-trained woman worker. The positions open
include that of the hospital worker, positions in
the Department of Agriculture, where premedical work is not necessary. If research , work
is the aim graduate work is almost a necessity.
Department stores are now training workers,
but they do not differentiate be~een. colle~e
and non-college women. PromotIon 10 thiS
field is very rapid.
.
In the field · of law the Middle West offers
the best opening . to-day, but it is a developing
field.
. •
Another opening for 'women is the statIstician line. The best ' start for this type of work
is by going into a specific industry.
The field of journalism is the hardest in
which to secure a position, for there is no
centralized employment. Closely connected,
however, is commercial advertising which offers
a large opening.
The field of interior decorating has suffered .
much at the hands of amateurs. Training in
business and buying is needed as much as
knowledge of color combinations.
The field of teaching is greatly overcrowded,
the best openings along this line are in the
kindergarten field.
---~>----

JOHN POWELL COMES TO
HOLLINS ON APRIL 4th
(CONTINUED FROM PAGE ONE, COLUMN THREE)

appraisals of the type that is res!':!',ed f'Jr the
artist of first · importance.
.
A native of Virginia, Mr. Powell has been
truly loyal in his keen interest and in work
done in furthering and bettering the music of
his State. Not only in the State, ' however, but
in the country, has he shown his appreciation
of the value of music through his efforts to
improve and establish American folk music.
He has been made Honorary Patron of the
Virginia Federation of Music Clubs, which
met in Roanoke on March 25th-28th.
Another point of importance attached to this
concert at Hollins is the fact that the event
marks the first evidence of the working of the
new Music Board and it is very creditable that
they are able to bring us so worthwhile and remarkable an experience as the playing of John
Powell.
Seats all over the house will be sold at one
dollar and the choice of the best seats will
fall to the first in order. Tickets will go on
sale here Thursday, April 3d, but in Roano~e
the preceding Tuesday and Wednesday. It. IS
advisable to place orders before Thursday WIth
Frances McAfee, Campus Mail.
Should we not pay tribute to the skill of
John Powell and show our appreciation to the
Music Board by placing our orders early?

-
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Hollins Choir Wins Cup
Mr. Turner's Chicago.
Katherine Wilson Gives
Trip Proves Interestmg Offered by the Virginia
Vocal Recital in Chapel
Federation of Music Clubs Katherine Wilson, '31, voice pupil of Miss
Mr. Turner returned !d0nday, March 2;1-th,
f

an interesting meetmg of representatIves
fOilie Liberal Arts Colleges which was held in
Chicago. About three hundred colleges ~nd
universities were represented. The meetmg
Iasted from March 18th to 20th. Amon~ the
outstanding speakers was. Dr. John Fmley,
Editor of the New York. Ttm~s.
.
The subject under diSCUSsIOn at thIS notable
gathering of the leaders of educational work'mostly college men-was the study of the
problems of the Liberal Arts Colleg~ l!nd
especially the small college, and the .bnng~ng
of this problem to the favorable conSideration
of men and women of wealth ..
About 43 % of the endowment of all ~oll~ges
and universities is held by ten of these mstltutions. Over 75% of all the endo~me~t. is held
by one hundred colleges and UlllverSlhes ' and
the remaining seven hundred schools hold only
about one-fourth of all the endowment. These
last seven hundred also take care of threefourths of all the students.
.
A combined effort is to be made by a large
number of colleges to secure more adequate
endowment for a number of colleges, especially
for the small colleges that send yearly much
good material to t~~ larger c?lIeges .and universities. The findmgs of thIS meetmg have
been put in the hands of a committee of fifteen
men to formulate plans for future action. The
next meeting will be held in January, the date
and place to be announced later.
I
While Mr. Turner was away he also attended enthusiastic alumnre meetings at
Chicago, Detroit and Louisville: ~n the Detroit
meeting every alumna present elthe.r pledge.d
or repledged to the Endowment Fund. ThIS
certainly shows the fine spirit of the alumnre
towards the future Hollins and should spur
us on \0 that we can keep up with our alumnre
to show them that we are willing and ready
to keep up our share.

The Hollins Choir brought back the cup
from the annual contest of the Junior Federation of Music Clubs of Virginia for the second
time last Thursday. This contest was a part
of the program of the annual meeting of the
Junior Federation of Music Clubs and was
held at the Patrick Henry Hotel in Roanoke.
The competing songs were " Florinda" and
"Lift Thine Eyes." The judges were Mr.
Harris and Mr. John Powell, of Richmond,
Virginia, and Dr. Tertius Noble, of New
York. The choirs from Mary Baldwin, Radford
State College, Harrisonburg State College and
Hollins were the contestants. Hollins won by
an average of 88.3, Harrisonburg taking second
place with an average of 86.
This is the third time that the contest has
.been held ' and , we are · very proud of our
record. . Hollins won the· cup at the first contest, held in DanviIJe in 1928, in 1929 she was
ineligible because Professor Rath was State
Chairman (William and Mary won at this
time) and this year she brings home the cup
again. Hollins choir, we are proud of you!
...,.----1~;t----

VOCATIONAL OPPORTUNITIES
OPEN FOR COIJ.EGE GIRLS
(CONTINUED FROM PAGE THREE, COLUMN THREE)

THE WORK OF A BUYER IN A
DEPARTMENT STORE

By MARY MAY~ '24
I secured my position as a ' buyer in a
department store in Baltimore after having
taken the training given in the store Executive
Training Corps. It is a six months' course,
given once each year. The training is more
practical than theoretical. A college degree is
----0.---required before one is admitted into training.
Except for economics courses in college, which
are of some indirect value, there is . little direct
training to be had before one is in the store.
The field of merchandising has been revolutionized
since the World War. It is highl y
As a result of the simplified meal, which
took the place of Sunday dinner on March systematized and is demanding youth more
,6th, and the contributions of the students and · than ever before. I feel that it is a field of
Faculty, $156.00 was raised toward the. Bul- great opportunity for coltege girls, despite
garian Student House, which is to be built in the long hours, the difficulty of handling some
Sophia. $100.00 was obtained from the saving one else's money, managing the sales force
on the food, while the contributions amounted under you, pleasing the many types of custo $56.00.
tomers and coping with numerous merchandise
A miniature Bulgarian Student House was details. ' It is fairly lucrative from the salary
placed just inside the dining room door and standpoint, as well.
As in a1\ work, you must like it, alld it
the contributions were dropped into this. When
the house was being placed, Louis, the head- appeals to me because it is full of interest.
waiter, was very much interested, so Miss What is more interesting than people? Here
Esther Bonnet, Chairman of the local N. S. you have many types to learn-the manuF. A. Committee, explained the situation to ' facturers, the sales people . and non~selling
him. When Miss Bonnet returned to the dining force, along with the customers.
The gamble of having the merchandise the
room after a few minutes, Louis came up to
her and said, "Miss, I just want you to know customer wants when she wants it, the test of
that me and some of my fr.iends was the first your own ability to size up the clientele of
the store and select what will appeal to it
to put the pennies in that house."
keeps one so interested you forget to be tired.
----I~E---The direct interest to be obtained from the
merchandise itself is not to be forgotten. There
is a thrill in seeing the newest models of the
Parisian couturiers, in watching them sell,
seeing them copied down and down until they
Margaret Herman, a former H01lins student are worthless, also in seeing the parts of one
who is doing research work at the University model developed with some details from
of Chicago for her Doctor's Degree in Chemis- another.
try, addressed students of the chemistry departThe study of records shows how fashions
ment on Monday, March 25th. Miss Herman's among other things move in cycles and how
research problem is to discover where the each and every season has its peculiariti~s.
oxygen unites in an organic compound. She Finally, you have black and white figures to
told of the inspiration that accompanies creative measure the success of your efforts.
work of any sort and the problems which a
I would not urge every girl I meet to leave
graduate student must face. Her very real her home and friends to strike out in this
enthusiasm inspired a1l those who heard her field, but even when I remember my down and
and h.er talk was a source of inspiration to out moments, I do not regret having undertaken
those who were fortunate enough to be present. it.

Simplified Meal Held for
Bulgarian Student House

Chemistry Class Hears
Former Hollins Student

Adelaide Campbell, gave her recital Friday,
March 21st, at 8:00 o'clock, in the chapel. She
was accompanied by Miss Anna MacDonald '
at the piano. The program was as follows:
Acchietti Amati, Falconieri; 0 Del Mio
Amato Ben, Donaudy; Don zelle, Fuggite,
Cavalli.
Unit d'Etuiles, Widar; Le Charme, Chausson; La Chanson de I' Alouette, Lalo.
Non La Sospiri La Nostra Cosetta (Tosca),
Puccini.
My Garden, Densmore; Fairy Tales, Wolff; .
Five Eyes, Gibbs; The Nightingale, Densmore.
Miss Wilson has been especially complimented upon her rendition of Cavalli's, " Donzelle, Fuggite," which is a beautiful and
sprightly number.
.
This is one of the many recitals which will
be given by various students of musi.c during
the spring. All students, Faculty and friends
are cordially invited to attend ~
----1~I----

Sophomores Entertain the,
Seniors With Mardi Gras
The spirit of Mardi Gras invaded Hollins
on Saturday evening, March 22d, when the
Sophomore Class entertained the Seniors with
a night of carnival. From the fruit stand and
flower booth to the coffee and burt shops, the
Keller was transformed "into a street in New
Orleans, strewn with confetti and bright with
flowers and ba1l00ns.
Here the Egyptian Princess and the
Phantom of the '. Opera danced with farmer
lads and gypsies. Catherine Witchen and
Nancy Wilson, crowned King and Queen of
the Mardi Gras, ruled over the festival and
were entertained by a 'series of stunts in keeping with the spirit. The antics of a b~1I00n
man, the grotesque dance of the totem poles,
and the plaintive music of a Spanish love song
were among the features of the evening. Later
the booths 'and stalls were crowded with
hungry revelers who enjoyed the delicious food
so typical of New Orleans.
----1:0;t----

Senior Deference Week
Abolished by Freshmen
The Freshman Class has voted almost
unanimously to ' abolish the annual Senior
Deference Week which is held each fall. Their
object is to do away with the childish "goating"
which constitutes the main part of the ' week
and .instead to do everything possible to create
a close friendship between the two classes.
Senior Deference Week in the past has often
caused a feeling of antagonism between the
classes or between individuals in the classes.
The Freshman Class 'wishes it to be clearly
understood that this step is taken, not because
they feel that it was mismanaged this year, but
because they feel that it is a real step forward
and is in keeping with the true H01lins spirit.
------~Q~-------

Musical Prog,rams Are 'Presented Every Sunday'
The musical programs which are presented
in the Green Drawing Room on Sunday, a"fter
dinner, are always a source of a great deal of
pleasure to both the Faculty and the Student
Body.
The program last Sunday night was given
by Frances Bell and Mozelle Dalton, the first
members of the Class of '33 to be presented.
We wish to take this opportunity to thank
the students whose efforts have made possible
these delightful programs and to thank Jane
Williams, who plans them.
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"The Murder in the Red
Barn" to be Seen Here
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THE HOLLINS OF
YESTERDAY

The ullique company appropriately call ed
the Jitney Players will be seen at Hollins on
March 3 1 ~t in "The Murder in th e R ed Barn ." -THE VALLEY UNION SEMINARY
The~e players, as their name implies, " travel
(Continued)
Oil wheels."
\"h en the venture was launched
At th e closing of the R oanoke Female
in th e summer of 1923, the company consisted
Seminary,
in 18.+2, a school , organ ized by
of only seven members, who traveled in a
motor fleet, including one ford truck for the Reverend Joshua Bradl ey, of New York State,
was opened a t Botetourt Springs. T hi s school
tran~portation of equipment and t,\·o Ford cars
was known at first as the School of Botetourt
for the ac tors them sel yes.
Springs
and l ater as the Valley Union Seminary.
B,' night th e truck was turn ed, as if hy
It was optrated under the lead ership of
magic, into a charming stage.
Rev.
Mr. Bradley fo r a time, but in Jul y, 1846,
Originalh' these players trav eled only in
the summer, but in J 928 th ey decided to make C harles L. Cocke wa s placed in charge of it.
,,"inter tours as ,,·ell. ca rn'ing scene ry and Up until the year 1852 th e Va ll ey Union
properties only and playing on in door stages. Seminary was co-educational. On April IS,
The unqualified success of the Jitney 1852, however, the department for males was
Player s is the fulfi llm ent of the dream of Bush- discontinu ed, although at that time the boys
lIell Cheney an d his wife,. Alice Keating, who outnumbered the girls by about two to one.
Extracts from the minutes of a meeting of
form a happy comhina ti on of production ability
ill the case of the former and dramatic tal ent the tru stees of th e Valley U nion Education
Society, held at Botetourt Springs, Virginia,
in the case of th e I a tter.
At present the company consists of seven- February 17, 1852, show the manner in which
tee n memhers who now tra vel with three la rge this striking and important change in the
operation of the Va ll ey Union Seminary was
trucks and severa I motor ca rs.
These players are presenting at H ollin s made:
A meeting of the trustees of the Valley
"iWaria Marlin , or Thr iv[urdrr in Ih r R rd
Bam ," hy John Latimer, adopted by Montague {Tnion Education Society was held this day in
Slater. This play is based up on a murder the office of the Principal. . . .
T he Principal then read two reports and
which was com mitted in England on May 18,
th
ey
were unanimously received.*
1827. T he Ji tn e~' Players are giving it its
A
motion was then made and carried
firs t American p roduction. You wi ll like it, for
unanimously
that one department of the school
it ha s ever~' characteristi c of the old melodrama,
.. Tllr L{'fring Villain," " Tllr Pure and Inn o- he di smissed after the 15th of April, 1852.J n v iew of the decided preference expressed
(1'111 H rroi n!'," "Til,.
rOl!lrju/ Gipsy," and
hy
the members of the Society for a female
others equa ll y colorful. It will appeal to every
taste in theatre, but we are told that th ere will school it was moved and carried unanimously
that the male d epa rtment be dismissed and that
be more laughs than tears.
The Triangle Chapter of the Hollins the female d epartment be continued. . . .
The general approval of the manner in
Alumnx is sponsoring thi s play and th e profits
which
the Valley Union Seminary was being
will go toward meeting th ei r pledge to the
con
ducted
at thi s time and its increasing success
Endowment fund. The ti ckets for thi s performance will he $1.50. The com mittee has as a female school only is shown in extracts
made this price as low as possible, du e to the from the minutes of a meeting of the Valley
many attracti ons which have heen offere d at Union E ducation Society of Virginia, at BoteHollins recent ly. Come an d see this play! Do tourt Springs, Virginia, May 19, 1853:
On motion the following resolutions which
your hit and enjoy it at the sa me time!
were
proposed at the informal meeting in
- - - - 13:1::!-- - September la~t, were adopted, v iz.:
I.
Resolved, that we approve the manner
of con ductin g the Seminary and deem it worthy
of the continu ed confidence and patronage of
the public.
Mi ss Mary \-Vood \-Vhitehurst, In structor in
2. Resolved, th at we would suggest the
Piano an d Public School Music, wi ll not return
propriety
of holdin g th e an nual meetings of
to H ollin s next year. She expects to spend the
the
Valley
Union Education Society on the day
winter stud ying to receive her Ma ster's Degree
preceding th e annual commencement of the
in Music at Columbia.
I
nstitution, and th e Faculty be requested to
Miss \Vhitehurst attended Hollins during
suitable means to secure a general
employ
t he sess ions 19 I 9- 1922, retu rning to receive her
atten
dance
of its members, eitqer in person or
Bachelor of Mu sic degr ee in 1927. During thi s
\"Car she was also Instructor in Piano and by proxy.
3. R esolved, that we w ould respecti vely
Public School Music, a position which she has
recommend
to the trustees to elevate the
filled each year since th en. Al though she w ill
standard
of
instruction and increase the acnot return next year, Miss Whitehurst wi ll
teach at the summer sess ion of the Music School commodation for stud ents in the Seminary as
speedily as the necessities of the pupils and the
this year.
furni shed by the benefactions of the
means
Miss Vera Howard, '29, who h as served as
Assistant to the Director durin g thi s session , generous, or the approp riations mad e by the
expects to teach music at her home in Colum- legi slature, may enable th em to do it. . . .
On motion of Dr. Anthony the following
bus, Georgia , next year.
resolution
was adopted, viz.:
lJ·
R esolved, that this Society express its hi gh
sense of the abi lity with which the affairs of
th e Valley Union Seminary have been conducted during the past year under its present
instructors, and they would hereby recommend
Un der the auspices of Hollins Coll ege a the in stitution as worthy of the patronage of
Summer School of Music will be inaugurated all who desire their daughters to receive a
this summer.
liberal and accomplished education.
The courses of instruction offered are based
(To be continued)
upon th e regul a r cou rses of the School of Mu sic
of Hollins.
T he Officers of In struction are Professor
EDITO R'S NOTE: I I 'Wo uld be interesting to
Erich Rath, Piano, Organ and Pedagogy ;
Miss Mary \-\Tood Whitehurst, th eoreti cal sre the reports ref erred to in this article. Uncourses and Mi ss \' irgillia Egolf, assistant and jorlu1ratel/y, th ey 'Were not filed wilh th e
minules.
registrar.

School of Music to Lose
Two Members of Faculty

Summer School of Music
Inaugurated at Hollins
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Mrs. Woodhouse Holds
Two Discussion Groups
Mrs. V,Toodhouse, Vocational Advisor, held
two informal di scussion groups during her
recent vi~it at Hollins. During these meetings
the vocatlOnal fields open to women were discussed. T hese included:
Opportunities for Social Work-particularly
in the South. Mrs. Woodhouse stated that
Social Work is a developing profession. There
is need for the social specialist just as any
other specialist. Positions open to members of
thi s profession include family case work
psychi atric social work, positions connected
wi th the school system as visiting teacher, school
clinic work, rural social work, case special
work and community work. The South is in
need of trained " lay" persons for committee
work, etc. The qualifications for social workers
are : Insight into own difficulties; must possess
tolerance;. must be strong · physically; should
be fairly optimistic; must . like people, and
must be a logical thinker.
.
The second vocational field discussed ' was ·
that of Laboratory Technician Work for
women. This field offers an . opening for the
well-trained woman worker. The positions open
include that of the hospital worker, positions in
the Department of Agriculture, where premedical work is not necessary. If research work
is the aim, graduate work is almost a necessity.
Department stores are now training workers,
but they do not differentiate between college
and non-college women. Promotion in this
field is very rapid.
In the field of law the Middle West offers
the best opening to-day, but it is a developing
field.
Another opening for women is the statistician line. The best ' start for this type of work
is by going into a specific industry.
The field of journalism is the hardest in
which to secure a position, for there is no
centralized employment. Closely connected,
however, is commercial advertising which offers
a large opening.
The field of interior decorating has suffered
much at the hands of amateurs. Training in
business and buying is needed as much as
knowledge of color combinations.
The field of teaching is greatly overcrowded,
the best openings along this line are in the
kindergarten field.
3:1:~---

JOHN POWELL COMES TO
HOLLINS ON APRIL 4th
(CONTINUED FROM PAGE ONE, COLUMN THREE)

appraisals of the type that is resen' ed for the
artist of first importance.
A native of Virginia, Mr. Powell has been
truly loy al in his keen interest and in work
done in furthering and bettering the music of
his State. Not only in the State, ' however but
in the country, has he shown his appreci~tion
of the value of mu sic through his efforts to
improve and establish American folk music.
He has been made Honorary - Patron of the
Virginia Federation of Music Clubs, which
met in Roanoke on March 25th-28th.
Another point of importance attached to this
concert at Hollins is the . fact that the event
marks the first evidence of the wor.Hng of . the
new Music Board and it is very creditable that
they are able to bring us so worthwhile and remarkable an experience as the playing of John
Powell.
Seats all over the house will be sold at one
dollar and the choice of the best seats will
fa ll to the first in order. Tickets will go on
sale here Thursday, April 3d, but in Roanoke
the preceding Tuesday and Wednesday. It is
advisable to place orders before Thursday with
Frances McAfee, Campus Mail.
Should we not pay tribute to the skill of
John Powell and show our appreciation to the
Music Board by placing our orders early?
"'

Katherine Wilson Gives
Hollins Choir Wins Cup
Mr. Turner's Chicago
Vocal Recital in Chapel
T rip Proves Interesting Offered by the Virginia
Federation of Music Clubs
Katherine Wilson, '31, voice pupil of Mi ss
Mr. Turner returned Monday, March 24th,
from an interesting meeting of. representativ~s
of the Liberal Arts Colleges whIch was held III
Chicago. About three hundred colleges ~nd
universities were represented. The meetlllg
Iasted from March 18th to 20th. Among the
ou tstanding speakers was Dr. John Finley,
Editor of the N e<W York Times.
The subject under discussion at this notable
gathering of the leaders of educational workmostly college men-was the study of the
problems of the Liberal Arts Colleg~ ~nd
especially the small college, and the bnnglllg
of this problem to the favorable consideration
of men and women of wealth ..
About 43 % of the endowment of all colleges
and universities is held by ten of these institutions. Over '7 5% of all the endowment is held
by one hundred colleges and universities ' and
the remaining seven hundred schools hold only
about one-fourth of all the endowment. These
last seven hundred also take care of three.
fourths of all the students.
A combined effort is to be made by a large
number of colleges to secure more adequate
endowment for a number of colleges, especially
for the small colleges that send yearly much
good material to the larger colleges and universities. The findings of this meeting have
been put in the hands of a committee of fifteen
men to formulate plans for future action. The
next meeting will be held in January, the date
and place to be announced later .
While Mr. Turner was away he also attended enthusiastic alumnx meetings at
Chicago, Detroit and Louisville. In the Detroit
meeting every alumna present either pledged
or repledged to the Endowment Fund. This
certainly shows. the fine spirit of the alumna:
towards the future Hollins and should spur
us on'so that we can keep up with our alumna:
to show them that we are willing- and ready
to keep up our share.

.

n·- - -

Simplified Meal Held for
Bulgarian Student House
As a result of the si mplified meal, which
took the place of Sunday dinner on March
16th, and the contributions of the students and
Faculty, $156.00 was raised toward the Bulgarian Student House, which is to be built in
Sophia. $100.00 was obtained from the saving
on the food, while the contributions amounted
to $56.00.
A miniature Bulgarian Student House was
placed just inside the dining room door and
the contributions were dropped into this. When
the house was being placed, Louis, the head. waiter, was very much interested, so Miss
Esther Bonnet, Chairman of the local N. S.
F. A. Committee, explained the situation to
him. When Miss Bonnet returned to the dining
room after a few minutes, Louis came up to
her and said, "Miss, I just want you to know
that me and some of my friends was the first
to put the pennies in that house."
----i)ll----

Chemistry Class Hears
Former Hollins Student
Margaret Herman, a former Hollins student
who is doing research work at the. University
of Chicago for her Doctor's Degree in Chemistry, addressed students of the chemistry department on Monday, March 25th. Miss Herman 's
research problem is to discover where the
oxygen unites in an organic compound. She
told of the inspiration that accompanies creative
work of any sort and the problems which a
graduate student must face. Her very real
enthusiasm inspired all those who heard her
and her talk was a source of inspiration to
those w ho were fortunate enough to be present.

The Hollins Choir brought back the cup
from the annual contest of the Junior Federation of Music Clubs of Virginia for the second
time last Thursday. This contest was a part
of the program of the annual" ineeting of the
Junior Federation of Music Clubs and was
held at the Patrick Henry Hotel in Roanoke.
The competing songs were ((Florinda" and
((Lift Thin e Ey es." The judges were Mr.
Harris and Mr. John Powell, of Richmond,
Virginia, and Dr. Tertius Noble, of New
York. The choirs from Mary Baldwin, Radford
State College, Harrisonburg State College and
Hollins were the contestants. Hollins won by
an average of 88.3, Harrisonburg taking second
place with an average of 86.
This is the third time that the contest has
been held and , we are very proud of our
record. Hollins won the cup at the first contest, held in Danville in 1928, in' 1929 she was
ineligible because Professor Rath was State
Chairman (William and Mary won at this
time) and this year she brings home the cup
again. Hollins choir, we are proud of you!
---~3:l:J..----

VOCATIONAL OPPORTUNITIES
OPEN FOR COLLEGE GIRLS
(CONTINUED FROM PAGE THREE, COLUMN THREE)

THE WORK OF A BUYER IN A
DEPARTMENT STORE
By MARY MAYS, '24
I secured my position as a ' buyer in a
department store in Baltimore after having
taken the traihing given in the store Executive
Training Corps. It is a six months' course,
given once each year. The training is more
practical than theoretical. A college degree is
required before one is admitted into training.
Except for economics courses in college, which
are of some indirect value, there is little direct
training to be had before one is in the store.
The field of merchandising has been revolutionized since the World War. It is highl y
systematized and is demanding youth more
than ever before. I feel that it is a field of
great opportunity for college gi rls, despite
the long hours, the difficulty of handling some
one else's money, managing the sales force
under you, pleasing the many types of customers and coping with numerous merchandise
details. · It is fairly lucrative from the salary
standpoint, as well.
As in all work, you must like it, and it
appeals to me because it is full of interest.
What is more interesting than people? Here
you have many types to learn-the manufacturers, the sales people and non-selling
force, along with the customers.
The gamble of having the merchandise the
customer wants when she wants it, the test of
your own ability to size up the clientele of
the store and select what will appeal to it
keeps one so interested you forget to be tired.
The direct interest to be obtained from the
merchan~ise itself is not to be forgotten. There
is a thrill in seeing the newest models of the
Parisian couturiers, in watching them sell
seeing them copied down and down until the;
are worthless, also in seeing the parts of one
model developed with some details from
another.
The study of records shows how fashions
among other things move in cycles and how
each and every season has its peculiarities.
Finally, you have black and white figures to
measure the success of your efforts.
I would not urge every girl I meet to leave
her home and friends to strike out in this
field, but even when I remember my down and
out moments, I do not regret having undertaken
it.
.

Adelaide Campbell, gave her recital Friday,
March 21st, at 8:00 o'clock, in the chapel. She
was accompanied by Miss Anna MacDonald
at the piano. The program was as follows:
Acchietti Amati, Falconieri; 0 Del Mio
Amato Ben, Donaudy; Donzelle, Fuggite,
Cavalli.
Unit d'Etuiles, Widar; Le Charme, C.hausson; La Chanson de l' Alouette, Lalo.
Non La Sospiri La Nostra Cosetta (Tosca),
Puccini.
M y Garden, Densmore; Fairy Tales, Wolff;
Five Eyes, Gibbs; The Nightingale, Densmore.
Miss Wilson has been especiall y complimented upon her rendition of Cavalli's, " Donzelle, Fuggite," which is a beautiful and
sprightly number.
This is one of the many recitals which will
be given by various students of music during
the spring. All students, Faculty and friends
are cordially invited to attend.
----1)lt----,---

Sophomores Entertain the.
Seniors With Mardi Gras
The spirit of Mardi Gras invaded Hollins
on Saturday evening, March 22d, when the
Sophomore Class entertained the Seniors with
a night of carnival. From the fruit stand and
flower booth to the coffee and bun shops, the
Keller was transf()rmed into a street in New
Orleans, strewn with confetti and bright with
flowers and balloons.
.
Here the Egyptian Princess and the
Phantom of the Opera danced with farmer
lads and gypsies. .Catherine Witchen and
Nancy Wilson, crowned King and Queen of
the Mardi Gras, ruled over the festival and
were entertained by a series of stunts in keeping with the spirit. The antics of a balloon
man, the grotesque dance of the totem poles,
and the plaintive music of a Spanish love song
were among .the features of the evening. Later
the booths and stalls were crowded with
hungry revelers who enjoyed the delicious food
so typical of New Orleans.
------~n~------

Senior Deference Week
Abolished by Freshmen
The Freshman Class has voted almost
unanimously to abolish the annual Senior
Deference Week which is held each fall. Their
object is to do away with the childish "goating"
which constitutes the main part of the week
and instead to do everything possible to create
a close friendship between the two classes.
Senior Deference Week in the past has often
caused a feeling of antagonism between the
classes or between individuals in the classes.
The Freshman Class wishes it to be clearly
understood that this step is taken, not because
they feel that it was mismanaged this year, but
because they feel that it is a real step forward
and is in keeping with the true Hollins spirit.
-------n~--------

Musical ProKrams Are
Presented Every Sunday
The musical programs which are presented '
in the Green Drawing Room on Sunday after
dinner, are always a source of a great deal of
pleasure to both the Faculty and the Student
Body.
The program last Sunday night was given
by Frances Bell and Mozelle Dalton, the first
members of the Class of '33 to be presented.
We wish to take this opportunity to thank
the students whose efforts have made possible
these delightful programs and to thank Jane
Williams, who plans them.
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Rosemary Virden and Elizabeth Montjoy !
have as their guests Louise Starling and
Eleanor Bohn, from Randolph-Macon.
The Faculty entertained at tea in the
drawing room in honor of the Music Federation on Thursday.
Mr. and Mrs. Jones, of Newbern, North
Carolina, are spending the week with Leah.
Mrs. R. B. Brown and daughter, Roberta,
are visiting Tim.
Mrs. W. T. Sockwell, of Greensboro, North
Carolina, is on campus this week-end visiting
her daughter, Margaret.
Anne Harlan has as her guest Freida
Reeder, from Randolph-Macon.
Julianne Butler, '29, Suffolk, Virginia, is
visiting ffiends.
Florence Watkins, '18, Norfolk, and Abagail
Ford, '18, Lynchburg, came to Hollins to see
the Fashion Show.
Apne Jones, from ' Stuart Hall, is visiting '
Elizabeth Triplett. '
Beatrice Bowman is attending Junior Prom
at Princeton.
. Beverley Quillan has as her guest Jo SaintMartin, ' of Radford, Vir~inia.
Patty Godsey spent last week-end in Danville.
Martha Maslin, of Winston-Salem, and
Bobbie Hunt Burton are on campus.

iil~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~11

I FAMOl!S ALUMNAE

Mr. Hand spent the week-end of March 15th
Elizabeth Meriweather, '79, better known
wi th Mrs. Hand. Miss Sitler gave a breakfast
as Dorothy Dix, is one of the highest paid
in honor of Mr. and Mrs. Hand on Sunday
women journalists in the United States. ,
mormng.
Mr. and Mrs. H. J. ' Divekey and Mr!t.
Edna Turpin, '84, is the author of [Iistory
o. M. Barr, of Aurora, Illinois, spent several
of tIle ~4merican People, and editor of various
days with Jerry recently.
. ..
school and college textbooks, pU,b lished by
Mrs. L. A. Stanley and daughter, VHgmIa,
B. F. Johnson Company, Richmond, Virginia.
spent the week-end with Carolyn last week.
She is also the author of Honey Sweet, Happy
Mrs. R. R. Nelson, of Richmond, visited
.4cres, Treasure Mountain and Abram's Freeher daughter, May Ruggles.
dom.
Mrs. J. D. Burrow and daughter, Deborah,
of White Sulphur, West Virginia, recently
Allene Tupper, '01, was formerly on
v isited Laura.
staff of the Ladies Home Journal. She is the
Mr. J. H. Sherrill, of Pensacola, Florida,
author of the Creaking Chair and a contributor
came up to see Peggy last week-end.
to Harper's and the Mexican Journal.
Mrs. Ernest Strayer, of Harrisonburg, VirKatherine Tupper, 02, played in Benson's
ginia, has been visiting her granddaughter,
Company
in England. She also played several
Kathryn Wilson.
'seasons with . J amesK. Hackett and the Ben
Mrs. Fred Harvey and Carmen Dalton, of
Greet Players.
Pulaski, Virginia, drove , up to see Mozelle
Dalton last week.
~,---
Mr. and Mrs. F. E. Ryner, of Hinsdale,
Illinois, are visiting Virginia.
Sp~rts
Mary Creech went to her home in WinstonSalem, North Carolina, last week-end.
- - -0
Lulu Robinson spent the week-end at her
home in Blackstone, Virginia.
_The past two weeks marked the opening
Kay Jordan had as her guest at her home
of
all four of the sports offered at .Hollins
at the University of Virginia, May Ruggles
during the spring season. Basebal1 practices
Nelson.
started Tuesday, March 18th, with the Odd
Elizabeth Adkins spent a few days at her
practice. The Odds have Tuesdays ~nd Frihome in Petersburg.
days as their regular practice days and
. Marjorie Einstein drove to her home in
although they have as yet elected no captain,
.
Radford last week.
they
are making excellent progress under
Elizabeth Morris, accompanied by Mary
Nancy MacIntosh, basebal1 manager, and Miss
Elizabeth Perry, spent a few days in Roxbury,
Rath,
coach. The Evens, captained by Dean
North Carolina.
We, of the Crumbs Department, think that
Webb
and coached by Mi~s Chevraux, pracDorothy Towles and Esther Shoup ac- our Mrs. Boozer is due a big vote of appreciatice
on
Wednesdays and .Fridays. The game
companied Dorothy Sorg to RichmQnd where . tion for the delightful Saint Patrick's dinner.
'will be played on May 9th.
.
they were her guests for several days.
It was indeed a marvelous surprise to walk
The
archery
se~son was really opened with
Audrey Lumpkin spent last week in New unsuspectingly into the dining room with its
York.
flickering c~ndle light and quaint shamrock a demonstration by Mr. Gordon Dean, of the
Archers' Company of Pinehurst, North CaroBetty Lee returned to Charlottesville for decorations. Mrs. Boozer, we thank you!
lina. Officially, it got under way March 20th.
a few days recently.
Supervised practices are conducted by Esther
Olive Spencer, of Charlotte, North CaroBonnet, chairman. The spring season take
lina, recently visited her sister, Eleanor.
The Juniors are seething with excitement the form of an individual tournament, the
Mrs. George H. Larmour, of West Point, and buzzing with questions. "When do we get
Georgia, spent the day with Lucy, en route to our rings?" is the question which confronts date for the contest this year not havin'g been '
, every Senior. Wh en? Well, Juniors, wouldn't set as yet.
see her daughter, Marie, at Columbia.
In the line of tennis, the weather seems to
Louise Lindner had as her guest last week, you love to know? '
be
trying itself to see what it can do about
Katherine Hass, from Randolph-Macon.
the matter. Helen Irvine, chairman, reports that
Ruth Reid, from Miss Madeira's School in
quite
a few students have signed up for the
Washington, was at Hollins recently , as the
Hollins just can't get away from darkness sport, which will be in the nature of an inI
guest of Jerry Divekey.
these days, but at least we have proved that it
Dot Perkins went home to Petersburg for was not the "darkness of ignorance" in which dividual tournament. The practice periods art'
optional, but a minimum of two hours weekly
a few days last week.
we were submerged this time.
is required. As yet, no definite plans have
Marguerite Harwell, accompanied by Anne
Can you think of a more inopportune time been made for the tournament.
Jones, spent last week in Petersburg.
than March I 5th for darkn'ess to , descend?
Class swimming practices started ThursE. Blount's sister, Mamie Ethel, who is at I'm sure you can't! The night of uThe Ivory
day,
March 20th, and with them came the
school at National Park, was at Hollins last Door." Bewilderment reigned in the audience,
inevitable
, "training."
Shirley Newbould,
week.
,
we know on good authority, and we imagine manager of the sport, has arranged to have
Polly Agee had as her guest last week panic raged behind the scenes. Dame Rumor
Louise Hudson, from Miss Madeira's School and all of the devotees of the shrine of the several new events added this year. The meet
wil1 be held before Easter.
in Washington.
Little Theatre report that Mioss Holmes had
Christine Riker and Hannah Reeves drove worked out gorgeous lighting effects for the
~
to Lexington with Mrs. Pendleton last Sunday. play. However, in the absence of the usual
The Chi Omegas entertained with a Appalachian power, we do homage to the
banquet at the Patrick Henry last Saturday Ingenious One who made it possible for the
night.
play to go on regardless of occasional flickerSue Rutherford, Gretchen Speh and Char- ings. We congratulate the actors and other
lotte Patch were hostesses ' at a St.. p 'a trick's powers behind the stage on a very excellent
On Thursday night, March 20th, a debate
bridge party in the Keller last Saturday night. presentation and we appreciate the efforts of was given by members of the Hollins Debating
Frances Schmidt, who is . attending Ohio Miss Holmes, even though they came to naught. Society. The question for discussion wasState University this year, recently visited Wasn't it the irony of fate that we had to pass , Resolved, tlzat the present system of installment
Elizabeth Sneider.
through uTlu Ivory Door" and come into the buying is detrimental to tlu nation's benefit.
Mrs. W. W. Chapman has been visiting light only as it closed?
The upholders of the affirmative were Gretchen
her daughter, Teddy.
Speh and Mary Creech; of the negative,
George Phillips, of Richmond, is VISItIng
Rachel Geer and Sarah Welch. The speakers
his sister, A. E.
were introduced by Elizabeth Fooshe, PresiFreshmen, ' allow the' Seniors to add their dent of the Society. Each speaker was all
Elspeth Ellis and Beth Kepner are at Beth's
invitations' to those of Miss . Matty and the eight minutes, with a two-minute rebuttal
home at the University of Virg"ini~.
Lele Bowers, Page Rudd and Cassie Beltz- Faculty. We'd love to 'have you all stay and each side. The judges, Camilla
see us graduate! It will be like giving a Betty FJanklin and Frances Schmidt,
hoover are at Hampden-Sydney.
drama
without an audience if all of our friends unanimous in awarding their decision
Sarah Jane McKeown, of Pittsburgh, is
desert us.
visiting Virginia Messmore.
negative side.

Four Spring
Are
- Now 'Well Under Way
.

Hollins Debating Society
Considers Vital Problem

